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In this paper we present a new symbolic approach to hybrid systems. Hybrid systems are systems containing both, continuous and discrete changing quantities. We model hybrid systems using hybrid automata:
Hybrid automata extend the classical notion of nite state machines by combining dierential equations to
model the dynamic behavior of systems with a nite control. In contrast to other approaches we consider a
hybrid automata as a generalization of dierential equations and develop the notion of a symbolic \closed
form" solution of a hybrid automata. A closed form solution is an expression which gives the value of the
quantities in question as a function of design parameters and time. These solutions allow us to perform the
verication of design properties. We were able to detect design constrains on control systems that other
methods fail to detect. This paper gives the basic denitions, algorithms, and an example to demonstrate
the advantage of the proposed approach.

1 Introduction
Many engineered systems contain both traditional analog components and modern digital (nite state)
components. Such mixed continuous-discrete systems are often called Hybrid Systems. It is of high interest
to develop precise models for hybrid systems in order to develop and verify control software (hardware) for
systems such as nuclear reactors, patrol chemical plants, or car engines.
In general, we observe two approaches to hybrid systems: discretisation and continuation the systems
are transformed either to a pure discrete or to a pure continuous system. There are few exceptions to this
classication (e.g. 5]).
The discrete approach describes the system in terms of a nite set of states (assignments of values to
the state variables). The hybrid system is transformed into a discrete system by partitioning the continuous
state space into modes. The mode changes of a hybrid system are commonly triggered by some external
events or by conditions on the state variable. The theory of Hybrid Automata 1] 10] follows this discrete
methodology. Most analytical approaches, approaches based on logic, do not actually study the dierential
equations which describe the continuous state changes but restrict themselves to a specic, easily solved class
of equations, most of the time equations of the form y = c. 1] In discretisation approaches, much of the
dynamic behavior of the system is lost. For example, valves do not close instantaneously even though many
discrete models assume so. Furthermore, by using discrete modeling techniques, some design constraints are
lost in the process of modeling. For the well known water level control, discrete models failed to detect the
valve closing speed constraints which were easily detected using my proposed approach (e.g. 1] 10]).
On the other hand, the continuation approach often found in control theory, transforms the discrete state
changes into continuous ones by using approximation techniques, or integral transformations. The result is
a set of non-linear dierential equations modeling the hybrid system. These dierential equations are then
solved using sophisticated mathematical methods such as dierential inclusions 4]. As many of the real
control functions are implemented on digital machines, they contain discrete state changes the continuous
models do not model the real system.
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In this paper we present a symbolic algebraic approach to hybrid systems which can be seen as a mixture
of the two above described methods.
We developed a method to dene and compute closed form expressions called solutions of a hybrid system.
A solution of a hybrid system is dened as a closed form algebraic expression which, when evaluated, (
interpreted as a function,) determines the value of each of the state variables as the system evolves in time.
This is accomplished by symbolically solving all dierential equations and then by deriving a recurrence
relation which, when solved, gives the initial conditions for each mode the system is in as time passes.
To be able to represent these piecewise and periodic functions as algebraic expressions we have to extend
basic algebraic structures to contain elements representing \discrete switches" 8], 9] and periodic functions.
The solutions of hybrid systems will often contain design parameters, parameters that can be chosen in
order to optimize the behavior of the system by minimizing or maximizing some cost-function as in control
theory. The solutions, being symbolic expressions, allow us to verify design constraints and to optimize
design parameters. Further, in contrast to numerical solutions, the symbolic solutions are exact, they do not
contain any rounding errors rounding errors could trigger an unwanted discrete state change. The proposed
approach diers form the logic based approach which normally use x-point computation in order to derive
formulas which hold in each state the system is in. Our approach allows to verify systems which do not
convert, x-point computation methods cannot be applied to such systems.
This paper gives an introduction, the basic denitions, algorithms and demonstrate the power of our
methods with an example, a water level control system. It is not in the scope of this paper to give all
technical details such as decidability and stability of hybrid systems.

2 Dierential Equations with Piecewise Continuous Coecients
Normally, the denition of a solution of a dierential equation assumes that all coecients of the dierential
equation are continuous. But as we model real systems, especially engineering systems containing a discrete
control, the dierential equation modeling the behavior of the system can change in a discrete manner. These
discrete changes can in general be triggered not only by conditions on time Moh98.1], Moh98.2] but also by
conditions on the solution itself. The solutions of classical ordinary dierential equations are local, meaning
that the behavior of the system is dened by the shape of the vector eld at the point of interest. Real
systems can have a \nite memory", the vector eld (given by the coecients of the equations) can change
based on a nite number of events of the past (e.g. hysteresis). We could even stop the system in any state
(point of time) and then continue with some variables (initial states) changes in a discrete manner. Even
the order of some dierential equations could change (as in the example given later in the paper). Hybrid
systems can perform actions expressed in terms of dierential equations: New initial conditions can be given
triggered by some conditions on the state of the system.
The above shows that, in order to model hybrid systems we have to extend the notion of dierential
equations to hybrid dierential equations. For example y + signum(y)y + y = 0 describes a system
(an oscillator) where the coecient of y depends on the position of the system, or y = H (y(x)) where H (x)
is a hysteresis function.
Dening and computing the solution of hybrid dierential equation is much more dicult than that of a
continuous dierential equations. The variety of possible behaviors is much larger. The classical uniqueness
theorems for initial value problems, which requiter Lipschitz continuity of the equations. Hybrid systems
are not Lipschitz continuous.
We approach hybrid dierential equations by transforming them into semantically equivalent (having the
same solution) hybrid automata. A hybrid automata splits the system into modes, where in each mode the
dierential equation is continuous and all discrete state changes are performed as the mode is changed.
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3 Hybrid Automata
We study systems containing several (continuous) variables changing, continuously or discrete, in time. A
state of a system is given as each of the variables has a specic value. Clearly, if we consider time as an
integral component of our systems, the system will never be two times in the same state. The values of the
variables of the systems can either change continuously in time, or instantly (discrete), to new values. The

continuous changes of the variables are described by dierential equations, the discontinuous changes are
described by assignments. We model such systems using hybrid automata, which are automata consisting
of a nite set of modes and a nite set of transitions. Each mode contains a system of dierential equations.
The transitions between the modes are guarded with conditions and can contain assignments (actions).
Formal, a hybrid automata is given by:
 A nite set of variables V = fyi g: All variables depend on time. We write yi (t) to denote the value
of a variable yi a time point t.
 A nite set of modes S = fsi g i = 1    n. The mode si contains the system of m autonomous
dierential equations yl = fij (yl  t) j = 1    m. Without loss of generality we assume that these are
coupled rst-order systems. 1 Derivatives are always derivatives by the time t.
 A set of transitions T . The transition tij leads from mode si to mode sj . A transition tij is a pair
(cij  aij ) of:
{ Condition cij . cij a boolean expression which can contain predicates on the solution of the
dierential yi equation, or, in general, any other discrete or analog variables.
{ Actions aij . An action aij is an assignment to variables of V . Actions are used to \triggerevents" or to give new initial conditions to the dierential equations of the next mode.
 The unique initial transition t0i = (true a0i ) with an identical true condition and the action a0i
which initializes all variables of V .
Often a graphical representation of hybrid systems is given.
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y:=2,y’:=2
y<0
y’’=- y
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y>=0

Figure 1: Sample system
The here dened hybrid automata are a variation of those found in literature Henzinger] Alur], the main
dierences can be observed in the denition of the semantics.

3.1 Semantics of a Hybrid Automata

We introduce some further conventions and notation:
 If a mode does not contain a dierential equation in the variable yi then we assume that this variable
is constant, meaning that the mode implicitly contains the equation yi = 0.
0

Denition 3.1 (Well-dened) A hybrid automata is well-dened if
 Deterministic In any mode si only one of the conditions cij can be true at any instance of time.
 No zero time If a condition cij it true at time point tk and action aij is taken, then there is no

1

transition condition cjl true at time point tk . This means that we cannot \pass through" a mode. (Else
we could dene an automaton which would never stay in any mode, and never proceed in time).
Unique transition There exists at most one unique transition tij leading from mode si to mode sj .

Although we sometimes use higher order equations for convenience, the formal denition is based on rst-order systems.

Now we are ready to give the semantics of a hybrid automata. In order to dene unique solutions of a
hybrid automata we give a deterministic semantics. Our semantics can be called an earliest time semantics
that is, the automaton changes mode at the earliest possible point of time. Other semantics found in
literature e.g. Henzinger], Alur] allow mode changes at any point of time a transition condition is true,
leading to a nondeterministic behavior. We see the possibility to generalize our approach in future work
using intervals as solutions, meaning that each possible solution will enclosed by a with functions bounded
interval.
With ti we denote the time point where the automata switches mode the i-th time.

Semantics of a well-dened hybrid automata



The automata starts with the initial transition, where all variables are assigned a specic value. The
time starts at zero, t0 = 0.
When entering the mode si at time point tk we start the \dynamic system" dened by the dierential
equations in this mode si . The initial conditions are given by the value of the variables at time point
tk . As soon as a condition cij becomes true,

tk+1 := min
c (t + d) = true
d ij k
the automata changes mode to sj performing action aij . Since the automata is "no-zero-time" the
system will stay for some time in mode si . 2
From now on we restrict our examination to hybrid automata where no variable can be changed by
external \events". All changes of variables are performed by the hybrid automata itself. Such automata are
called closed hybrid automata. This implies that we model the entire system of interest.

3.2 Hybrid Dierential Equations and Hybrid Automata, Traces, Uniqueness

As stated, our aim is to develop a theory of solutions of hybrid automata which is similar to the solutions
dened for dierential equations.
Following the idea of a solution to an initial value problem for dierential equation we say that a hybrid
automata with initial transition t0i denes a vector valued function f of time t:

f (t) = (fy1 (t) fy2 (t)    fy (t)):
n

Denition 3.2 (Transition-Trace, Trace) A transition-trace T of a hybrid automata is the (nite or
innite) sequence of transitions ti i +1 which the hybrid automata performs as time passes. The trace of a
system corresponding to a transition-trace is the sequence of modes si in which the hybrid automata is in
as time passes.
We dene the run corresponding to a trace of a hybrid automata which gives the values of all variables
as time passes.
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Denition 3.3 (Run) The run R corresponding to the trace T = si0  si1  si2     of a hybrid automata is
a sequence of pairs (tk  fk ) where tk is the time point at which the automata switches from mode si to
mode si +1 and fk is a vector valued function, giving values for all variables, and satisfying the di erential
equations in mode si +1 with initial values y(tk+1 ) = fk (tk ). f0 (t0 ) is the initial condition of mode s1 given
by the initial transition t01 .
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Now we are able to state a theorem which holds only for closed, well-dened hybrid automata.

Theorem 3.4 (Unique Trace, Run) The trace and run of a closed, well dened closed hybrid automata

is unique.

2 We assume that this mode switch happens instantly. A hybrid automata where these transitions take time can always be
obtained by adding extra modes modeling the time a transition would take to perform

Proof We point to the uniqueness results of initial value problems of dierential equations. The system
enters mode si form some mode sk using a transition tki and performing the actions ak i. The values of
all variables give a unique set of initial conditions for the dierential equations in mode si . These initial
conditions dene a unique behavior of the dierential equations in this mode. The hybrid automata is well
dened the "no-zero-time" condition guarantees that there is no transition condition is true as we enter
the mode. Hence, there will be a unique transition condition of a transition tij leading to mode sj that is
the rst to be true. This leads again to unique initial conditions of the dierential equations in the next
mode. Hence the sequence of modes si , and the times tj where the automaton switches mode are unique
to a specic initial transition.
Note that dierent initial transitions can change the behavior of a hybrid automata signicantly. This is
also true for unstable dierential equations.
j

Behaviors of solutions of hybrid automata
 Converging Solutions The trace is nite. This means that the automata enters a mode si at time
point tk where ci (t) = false for all t > tk .
j

si0  si1      si


n

Periodic Solutions The trace is innite, but periodic,
si0  si1      si  si +1  si +2     si +  si +1  si +2     :
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k

k

k
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Chaotic Solutions The trace is innite and not periodic.
Note that a periodic trace does not imply that the values of the variables are periodic, only that, after


a nite sequence of modes, we cycle through a sequence of modes. We will represent the rst two types of
behaviors as closed form expressions.

4 Transformations of Hybrid Automata
We present a transformation of hybrid automata which we will use later to simplify our algorithms.
Denition 4.1 (Equivalence) Two hybrid automata H and H~ are equivalent if the functions f dened by
H and f~ dened by H~ are the same for each possible action in the initial transition t0i .

Theorem 4.2 (Single condition, action entrance) Given a hybrid automata H , we can construct a hybrid automata H~ where all transitions leading to any mode si tji have the same condition and same action:
8j k tji  tki 2 T cji

= cki ^ aji = aki

and H and H~ are equivalent.

Proof Let si be a mode with two transitions tji tki with dierent conditions or dierent actions leading to
it. We add a new mode s~i . The transition tji is changed to the transition tj~i ( tji is deleted) and for each
transition tik we add a new transition t~ik with identical condition c~ik = cik and identical action a~ik = aik .
Clearly mode sk will have additional new transitions leading to it, but their conditions and actions are
identical. We continue until all modes have only transitions with identical conditions and actions. The
process will terminate since we will not add any new \problem transitions" and the number of transitions is
nite.
Transforming a hybrid system will reduce the number of possible initial conditions in each mode.

5 Closed Form Solutions, Veri cation
Our goal is to compute an expression which will represent the behavior of a hybrid automata as a function of
time. In contrast to other approaches for the verication of hybrid automata we dene and compute closed
form solutions of hybrid automata, meaning we nd closed form expression which computes the value of all
variables of the hybrid system depending on time. As design parameters are symbolic constants we are able
to detect (compute) constrains on the design parameters in order to satisfy constrains put on the hybrid
system. Clearly, due to in-decidability results of hybrid automata we are not able to compute closed form
expression for each hybrid automata.
Denition 5.1 (Closed Form Solution) Given a hybrid automata H with n variables. Let f be a ndimensional vector valued function dened by this automata (3.3). An expression s with s(t) = f (t) is called
a close form solution of this hybrid automata.

5.1 Expressions

In order to represent closed form solutions of hybrid automata we have to enlarge the classical algebraic are
expressions used to represent these solutions.
We start with the classical algebraic expressions formed using the variables yi , formal parameters pi , time
t rational numbers, and the function symbols + ; . Further, as needed, we add transcendent extensions
such as e, ln, sin, cos. For expressions t1  t2     tn and t we write t   = t  fyi1 ! ti1  yi2 ! ti2    g
to represent the simultaneous substitution of the variables yi in the expression t. Next we extend the
expressions by three expression constructors namely:
k

5.1.1 Piecewise Continuous Functions

In Moh98] a decidable theory of piecewise continuous functions is presented. A piecewise continuous function
is a function that can be represented using piecewise expressions, expressions of the from:
piecewise(c1 f2  c2  f2  c3  f3    )
where the ci are boolean conditions and the fi expressions. The expression fi is selected if the condition ci
is true. 3 .

5.1.2 Periodic and Generalized Periodic Functions
A function f is called periodic if for some p, the period,

x 2 0::p 8k 2 N f (x) = f (x + k  p)
WE represent periodic function using the following notation perfp]
Denition 5.2 (Integer Divider and Reminder ) For a x 2 R we dene irem : R

R!Z

x irem p = k where k 2 Z such that p k x < p (k + 1)
x idiv p = y where y such that k 2 Z y + k p = x
(k means the smallest k such that    )

!

R and idiv :

We generalize further and even allow the period of a function to change.
Denition 5.3 (Generalized Periodic) A function f : R ! R is generalized periodic with period p
there exists a function g : R Z ! R with
f (x) = g(x irem p x idiv p)
we write then f = gen periodic gp]
Generalized periodic expressions allow us to represent functions which can not be represented using classical
algebraic expressions. Such a function is for example x idiv p, the "stairway to heaven" function.
3

If two conditions are true at the same time, then the rst in the sequence of conditions is chosen.

5.2 Computing Closed-Form Solutions

Now we are equipped to present our method used to compute closed form solutions of hybrid automata. The
computation of the closed form solution is performed in four steps: (1) Solve the dierential equations, (2)
compute the possible traces of the system, and decide if the trace is nite or periodic, (3) compute the initial
conditions for each mode in the trace, using a recurrence relation, as a function of time and the number of
times we cycled through the periodic portion of the trace. (4) Find a closed form expression representing
the function dened by the hybrid automata. We describe each step of the algorithm. Step one and three
are fully automated, step two still needs user input in some cases. Given a hybrid automata H we rst
transform H to a single condition-action-entrance automata H~ using 4.2.
1. Symbolic Solving Step
 Compute the symbolic solution fiy (t y0      yn ) of the (system of) dierential equations in each
mode si where the starting time is parameterized ts and initial conditions, not xed by the
conditions or actions leading to this mode, are parameterized. This results in the substitution
soli = fyj ! fiy g
 For each mode si , for each transition tij determine the time point(s) transij by solving the
(system of) equations cij  soli . These time points will depend on the parameters introduced as
the initial conditions for this mode. For some systems we detect restrictions of the parameters in
this step since it must hold that transij > ts .
2. Trace Determining Step First we determine all possible loops of the hybrid automata (a loop is a
repeating sequence of modes). Clearly, there exist only nite number of loops there is only a nite
number of modes, hence each innite trace has to enter one mode at least twice. We represent all
possible traces as sequences of modes:
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si0  si1      si  si +1  si +2     si +  si +1  si +2    
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In the next step we will have to decide which of the possible traces are actually taken. This problem
is in general undecidable, but many practical hybrid automata (e.g. control systems) are constructed
with a periodic trace in mid.

3. Recurrence and Construction Step
 Given a nite trace we can easily construct a piecewise dened function which is the solution of
the hybrid automata. For the trace

si0  si1  si2      si

n

we construct the function

piecewise(t < t1  sol1 
t < t2  sol2  fyi (t1 ) ! sol1 (t1 )g    
t > tn  soln  fyi (tn 1 ) ! soln 1 (tn 1 )g)
;



;

;

where fy(t1 ) ! sol2 (tk )g gives the initial conditions as we enter a new mode.
For a periodic trace

si0  si1      si  si +1  si +2     si +  si +1  si +2    
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we derive a coupled recurrence relations for the loop
yi = yi  soli +      soli +1  soli
for each of the unknown initial conditions in mode si . The solution of these recurrences equations
will determine the new initial values depending on the old values yi and possible other values as
we re-enter mode si after one period. We write fi y (n) to denote the value of yi as we enter
the mode si the nth time.
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Solve the recurrence equations to determine the initial conditions for mode si +1 depending on n
and fy (0).
Compute the remaining initial conditions of the modes si + j = 2::l using the solution of the
recurrence relation.
Compute the actual period of the automata, by computing the time needed for one loop of the
system. The period my be generalized depending on n.
Compute the value of fy (0) by following the sequence of modes si0  si1      si leading to the
start of the period.
Compose the general solution of the automata using piecewise and generalized periodic functions.
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i
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We implemented the steps into the computer algebra system Maple. Step one and three are automated,
step two needs user input to select possible traces.

5.3 Example: Water Level Control

The water level control example can be found in many places in literature 1] 10]. Although, it is a simple
system, it allows us to demonstrate our methods. By verifying the safety properties of the water level control
system we were able to detect a condition which we did not nd in literature.
The system consists of a reservoir which has an intake valve and and an out-ow. The intake valve can
be opened or closed. Clearly valves do not open or close instantly, opening or closing takes time. The control
has to be dsigned such that the reservoir is never empty at any point of time.
We can easily identify four modes of the system, (1) the valve is open, (2) the valve is closing, (3) the
valve is closed, and (4) the valve is opening. In each of these modes the system can easily be described by a
dierential equation.
 (1) y (t) = a1 where a1 is the rate the reservoir lls if the intake valve is open.
 (2) y (t) = a2 where a2 is the closing rate of the valve.
 (3) y (t) = a3 where a3 is the outow-rate of the reservoir as the intake valve is closed.
 (4) y (t) = a4 where a4 is the opening rate of the valve.
In contrast to other approaches we actually model the dynamic phase of opening and closing the valve using
a second order dierential equation and do not just say it takes n seconds to open the valve. The two water
levels that trigger to close the valve or to open the valve are c12 and c34 . The water levels after opening
(closing) the valves are denoted c23 and c41 , but they will cancel out in the calculation and are just used to
set up the symbolic solutions of the dierential equations. The transitions of our system are the following:
t02 = (true y = c12 ), t12 = (y = c12  ), t23 = (y = a3  ), t34 = (y = c34  ), t41 = (y = a1  ), our automata
does not contain any actions (which would, in fact, make it simple to solve).
The Hybrid automata modeling the water level control system contains the parameters a1  a2  a3  a4  c12  c34
Assuming that c12 < c34 , a3 < 0 < a1 and a2 < 0 < a4 as rst design constrains we observe that the
trace is periodic, cycling 1; > 2; > 3; > 4; > 1; >   .
0
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0

\Safety properties" of the system

The reservoir is never empty, 8t y(t) > 0.
 The reservoir will never overow 8t y (t) < max, where max is the maximal allowed water level in the
reservoir.
We can immediately derive the following design constrains:
0 c12 max and 0 c34 max, the sensors which cause the valve to open and close have to lie within
the range of the reservoir.
Now, given some a1  a2  a3  a4 (ow rates and valve closing speeds) we have to determine the conditions on
c12  c24 and max such that the safety requirements are met.
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Figure 2: The water level

5.4 Solve Dierential Equations

We start in mode one, and solve the dierential equations with the initial conditions y (t) = a1 y(s1 ) = c41
resulting in
sol1 = a1 x ; a1 s1 + c41
To switch from mode one to mode two, the water level has to pass the c12 mark. Solving we nd that this
happens at time point
a1 s1 ; c41 + c12
a1
Now we are in mode two. The water level is c12 . The initial ow rate of the water is a1 since we are
coming from mode one. We solve the dierential equation y (t) = a2 under the initial conditions y(s2 ) =
c12  y (s2 ) = a1 and get:
0

00

0

1=2 a2 x2 + (;a2 s2 + a1) x + 1=2 a2 s2 2 ; s2 a1 + c12
We have to determine the time point at which the valve is closed. This is the case if y (t) is a3 . computing
the derivative and solving the resulting equation we receive:
;a2 s2 + a1 ; a3
;
a2
Now in mode three we have to solve the dierential equation y (t) = a3 , we know the water level as we enter
this mode by using the previously computed solution and time point.
0

0

1=2 a2 x2 + (;a2 s2 + a1) x + 1=2 a2 s2 2 ; s2 a1 + c12
We will switch to mode 4 as the water level reaches c34 , we solve the equation to determine this time point.
1=2 2 a3 s3 a2 + a1

2 ; a3 2 ; 2 c12 a2 + 2 c34 a2

a2 a3
Finally we are in mode four. Similar to mode two we solve the equation y (t) = a4 with the initial conditions
y(s4 ) = c34 and y (s4 ) = a3 and determine the point of time at which y (t) = a1 , at which the valve is closed
again.
y4 (t) = 1=2 a4 x2 + (;a4 s4 + a3 ) x + 1=2 a4 s4 2 ; s4 a3 + c34
00

0

0

and the time point where the valve is closed is

a4 s4 ; a3 + a1
a4
Now we computed all solutions for one period of operation.

5.5 Construct Recurrence Relation

Using all the computed solutions we are able to nd a recurrence relation which, computed the water level
in mode 1 depending on the water level as we entered mode 1 the last time.
2
2
s1(n+1) := ( 12 a4 (2 a3 (; 21 a2 (;2 a1 s1(n) a4 ; a3a +aa1 + 2 c34 a4 ; 2 c12 a4 )
4 1

;a1 + a3 ) + a1 2 ; a3 2 ; 2 c12 a2 + 2 c34 a2 )=(a2 a3 ) ; a3 + a1 )=a4

Solving the recurrence relation and computing the water level as we enter state 2,3 and 4 we have all all
the pieces and can construct the solution.
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>> a1 x + 12 a +a a +2 c a
x < ; 21 a%1a
a
%1
< 21 a2 x2 + ( 12 aa %1
1
1
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x < %2
a + a1 ) x + 8 a a + 2 a
a
per >
2 a %2 a +a +2 c a
1
1
%3
a
x
+
x
<
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>: 13 2 2 1 a %3 a
1 a %3
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;

;
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;
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2
4
4
2 a4 x + (; 2 a2 a3 + a3 ) x + 8 a2 2 a3 2 ; 2 a 2 otherwise

%1 :=
;a3 2 + a1 2 + 2 c34 a4 ; 2 c12 a4
%2 :=
; 21 aa24 %1
a1 ; a1 + a3
2
%3 := 2 a3 %2 + a1 ; a3 2 ; 2 c12 a2 + 2 c34 a2
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5.6 Veri cation

Now we verify the safety conditions of the system with the goal to derive conditions on the design parameters
of the system.

5.6.1 Overow

We rst verify that the reservoir will never overow. For this we compute the maximum of the water level
using the derivative, resulting in:
2
1=2 2 c34 aa4 ; a3
4

Now the maximal water level has to be smaller than the maximum the reservoir can hold, we solve this
resulting condition for c34
2
c34 = 1=2 a3 + a2 max a4
4

It turns out that we cannot freely choose the size of the reservoir. Clearly the longer the valve takes to close
the larger the reservoir has to be to prevent overow.

5.6.2 Empty Reservoir

To verify that the reservoir will not be empty we compute the minimal water level, again using the derivative:
The resulting condition is that

1=2 2 c12 aa2 ; a1



2

2

1=2 aa1 < c12

2



2

The minimum possible value for c12 is restricted by the closing speed of the valve but further we know that

c12 < c34 < max.

6 Examples

6.1 Reactor Temperature Control

The goal is to keep the temperature of a reactor in a certain range using two cooling rods. This example
is proposed in ] ] ]. The cooling rods have regeneration times, hence we use them alternating, but we have
be make sure that the reactor does not heat up faster then we have cooling resources. For easy readability,
we rst compute this example using actual numbers, then we show the conditions on the design parameters
performing the computations with symbols.
In this example we used the 4.2 method to construct a hybrid automata with only a single entrance to
each mode. The original automata having 4 modes is extended to an automata with 5 modes.
We use the variables
 x timer element 1, y timer element 2, z temperature
 Critical and normal temperature tcrit, tnor
 Regeneration time for rods T
The dierential equations in the dierent modes are:
Mode 1 Wait until 1 ne

@
@
@
1
deq1 := x(t) = 1 y(t) = 1 z(t) = z(t) ; 50 x(s1 ) = x1  y(s1 ) = y1 
@t
@t
@t
10
z(s1 ) = tnor

Cooling Rod 1
z>=tcrit, x>=T

x’=1
y’=1
z’=.1 z-50

y:=0,x:=0
z:=tnor

x’=1
y’=1
z’=.1z-60

x<= tnor, x:=0

z>=tcrit
y>=T

t<=tnorl
y:=0

z>tcrit
x<T, y<T

x’=1
y’=1

Shutdown

z’=.1z-60
Coolng Rod 2

Figure 3: Hybrid System

Mode 2: Cool element 1
@
@
@
1
deq2 := x(t) = 1 y(t) = 1 z(t) = z(t) ; 60 x(s2 ) = 0 y(s2 ) = y2 
@t
@t
@t
10
z(s2 ) = tcrit

Mode 3: Wait until 2 ne

deq3 := @ x(t) = 1 @ y(t) = 1 @ z(t) = 1 z(t) ; 50 x(s3 ) = x3  y(s3 ) = y3 
@t
@t
@t
10
z(s3 ) = tnor

Mode 4: Use cooling rod 2
deq4 := @ x(t) = 1 @ y(t) = 1 @ z(t) = 1 z(t) ; 60 x(s4 ) = x4  y(s4 ) = 0
@t
@t
@t
10
z(s4 ) = tcrit

Solving:
Mode 1 Solving the rst dierential equation results in:



(1=10 t)
sol1 := y(t) = ;s1 + y1 + t x(t) = ;s1 + x1 + t z(t) = 10 e(1=10 s1 ) + 500
e

We determine at which time point we have to switch to mode 2, by computing the time the reactor
reaches the critical temperature:
> ex1:=solve(subs(sol1,z(t))=tcrit,t)

ex1 := 10 ln(5) + s1

v1x := x1 + 10 ln(5)
v1y := y1 + 10 ln(5)
(ln(5)+1=10 s1 )

v1z := 10 e (1=10 s1 ) + 500
e
Mode 2 Again we solve
the
dierential
equations
resulting in:


(1
=
10
t
)
sol2 := z(t) = ;50 e(1=10 s2 ) + 600 y(t) = ;s2 + y2 + t x(t) = ;s2 + t

e

> ex2:=solve(subs(sol2,z(t))=tnor,t)

ex2 := 10 ln( 9 ) + s2
5
v2x := 10 ln( 9 )
5
v2y := y2 + 10 ln( 9 )
5
(ln(9=5)+1=10 s2 )
e
v2z := ;50
+ 600
(1=10 s2 )

e

Mode 3

The solution of thedierential equation is:

(1=10 t)
e
sol3 := z(t) = 10 (1=10 s3 ) + 500 x(t) = ;s3 + x3 + t y(t) = ;s3 + y3 + t

e

> ex3:=solve(subs(sol3,z(t))=tcrit,t)

ex3 := 10 ln(5) + s3
v3x := x3 + 10 ln(5)
v3y := y3 + 10 ln(5)

e(ln(5)+1=10 s3 )

v3z := 10 (1=10 s3 ) + 500
e
Mode 4 And nally mode 4, the solution of the equation is:

(1=10 t)
e
sol4 := z(t) = ;50 (1=10 s4 ) + 600 x(t) = ;s4 + x4 + t y(t) = ;s4 + t

e

> ex4:=solve(subs(sol4,z(t))=tnor,t)

ex4 := 10 ln( 9 ) + s4
5
v4x := x4 + 10 ln( 9 )
5
9
v4y := 10 ln( )
5
(ln(9=5)+1=10 s4 )
e
v4z := ;50
e(1=10 s4 ) + 600
Solving the Recurrence relations Since we already know the trace, we can easily derive the recurrence
relations by following the transitions of one precode in the trace, we do not show these steps here, but directly
state the resulting very simple recurrence relations:

(

r sol := fz(n) = ;50 e

(ln(9=5)+1=10 s4 )
e(1=10 s4 )

+ 600

ft(n) = 40 ln(3) (n + 1) ; 40 ln(3) fx(n) = 20 ln( 59 ) + 10 ln(5)

)

fy(n) = 10 ln( 95 )
in:

Since the equations are so simple we actually only have to solve one Single recurrence relation resulting
r sol := fft(n) = 11 ng

Now using our equations we can compute the initial conditions to all modes in one period, now depending
on n. This is done mechanically and the results are not shown here.
The period of the system is easily computed to be 11.
We are ready to construct the solutions:
per := 40 ln(3) = 43:94449156
For space reasons we have to convert the expression to oating point representation using that per = 40 ln(3)
sfx := periodic  ;per + 27:85011242 + t t < 16:09437912
(x)
per t
;16:09437912 ; per + t otherwise
sfz := periodic 8

(x)
%1
>> 10: (4:394449156
+
500
:
t
<
16
:
09437912
)
>> e
%1
< ;50: e(1:609437912+4
:394449156 ) + 600: t < 21:97224577  per t
%1
>> 10:
>> e(2:197224577+4:394449156 ) + 500: t < 38:06662489
%1
: ;50: (3:806662489+4
:394449156 ) + 600: otherwise

e
%1 := e(:1 t)
sfy := periodic ;per + 5:877866649 + t t < 16:09437912
(x)
per t
;38:06662489 ; per + t otherwise
50

40
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0

6.2 Veri cation
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40
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80

For the verication we use the general result, computed with only symbols:
The condition that in mode 1 rod 1 is regenerated and ready to be used:
;tcrit zheat + tnor zheat ; tnor zref2 + tcrit zref2
< txr
zheat zref2

This is the condition that in mode 3 rod 2 is regenerated:
;tnor zref1 + tcrit zref1 ; tcrit zheat + tnor zheat
< tyr
zheat zref1

6.3 The Cat and Mouse Game

The cat-mouse game is a simple example found in literature ] ] ]. In contrast to other approaches which
verify properties (which seem to come out of the air) we are actually able to derive the properties of the
system. The Game works as follows, the mouse and cat are at position X0 , the mouse starts running with
speed vm , the cat waits for seconds and the starts running with speed vc . If the mouse reaches home before
the cat an catch up the mouse wins, else the cat wins.
We use the following variables and symbols:
 X0 initial position of cat and mouse,
 xm position of mouse, vm speed of mouse
 xc position of cat, vc speed of cat y timer used by cat, time mouse waits until running
The Game is described by the following hybrid automata:
xm’=-vm
xm:=X0 xc:=X0
y=delta
xm’=-vm
xc’=-vc
pc=0 and pm<0

Cat wins

pm=0 and pc<=0

Mouse wins

The computations are again performed using the computer algebra system Maple.

Dierential Equations with initial conditions
Mode 1: Mouse runs, Cat Waits until timer y is

deq1 := f @ xm (t) = ;vm  @ xc(t) = 0 @ y(t) = 1 xm(0) = X0  xc (0) = X0  y(0) = 0g
@t
@t
@t
Mode 2: Mouse and cat run
deq2 := f @ xm (t) = ;vm  @ xc(t) = ;vc  xm(st2 ) = x2  xc(st2 ) = X0 g

Solve Mode 1

@t

@t

Solving dierential equation 1 we get:
sol1 := fxm(t) = X0 ; vm t xc(t) = X0  y(t) = tg
> ex1:=solve(subs(sol1,y(t))=delta,t)

ex1 :=
rxm 1 := X0 ; vm
Solve Mode 2 Solving dierential equation 2, we obtain:
sol2 := fxm (t) = vm st2 + x2 ; vm t xc (t) = vc st2 + X0 ; vc tg

Next we substitute the parameters st2 and x2 computed in the rst mode resulting in:
pos m := X0 ; vm t
pos c := vc + X0 ; vc t
We now can decide in which sate the system will end up:
Time point when Mouse is home obtained by solving posm = 0
X
cm := 0
vm
Time point cat is home, obtained by solving posc = 0
cc := + X0
vc
Now we have to decide in which mod the system will proceed. We have to decide which of the quantities
pm or pc is rst zero. The can easily be computing by solving pm = 0 and pc = 0 resulting in:
X0 < + X0
vm
vc
The solution (computed using an implementation) is





nt
X0
t<
0 ; vm t t <
posm (t) = X

pos
(
t
)
=

y
(
t
)
=
c
X0 ; vm t otherwise
vc + X0 ; vc t otherwise
t;

t<

otherwise
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